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Absolute Free Online Spoken English Training from www.2tion.Com

A downloadable self-study English program (e-book) for professionals, Students, Housewives, etc.

July 9, 2008 - PRLog -- Spoken English is an urgent requirement in the today’s emerging global market
and most of the BPO’s and all MNC’s give prime importance to speaking fluent English. 

Senior Consultant of www.2tion.com  Mr. Sujai says that any one can improve Spoken English by regular
practice. He added that most of the corporate company inducts people who have accent fluency, grammar
and prosody; they also look into word usage, contextual relevance, spelling and punctuations. The other
main area of assessment is listening comprehension of spoken English in a neutral accent.

He also added that www.2tion.com provides a free spoken English Training package that is specially made
for people whose mother tongue is not English.  It’s an Audio-video Training package in the form of ebook.

Internet users can freely download this package from www.2tion.com. This kit contains 200 mini videos
and 200 paged printable e-book. 

The main advantage of this program is that learners can interact with other students of similar interest. Also
they can avail expert support on demand. It’s a 30 minutes, 30 days program where students can set a Goal
and achieve it, by daily practice. 

www.2tion.com provides this package absolute free to students as a part of its Literacy Mission.

# # #

2tion.com platform gives a professional guidance for both the education seekers and education providers. It
provides the best educational resources to achieve the pinnacle of students career.
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